
EGG FALL 
By the eggsellent Charlie Epp 

 

2nd grade 

Mrs. Grindstaff’s Class 



PURPOSE 

 What is the strongest egg shell?  Do caged 

chickens or free-range chickens have stronger 

eggs? 



HYPOTHESIS 

 I think that the free ranged eggs will be the 

strongest eggs because before they lay eggs they 

have lots of eggsercise. (get it?) 



PROCEDURE 

 1. Get some eggs. You need 4 different kinds – 

white caged eggs, brown caged eggs, white free-

range eggs and brown free-ranged eggs. 

 2. Build a short Lego wall. 

 3. Push one of each kind of egg off the wall. 

 4. Write down which eggs break. 

 5. Make the Lego wall taller. 

 6. Push new eggs off the wall. 

 7. Repeat until all the eggs are broken. 

 8. Help clean up the mess. 

 



PROCEDURE 

Low wall High wall 



RESULTS 

Rows of Legos White Caged  Brown Caged White 

Free-Range 

Brown Free-

Range 

1 No crack Bit of crack No crack No crack 

2 Small crack Small crack No crack Small crack 

3 Small crack  Mid crack Mid crack Small crack with 

leak 

4 Big crack with 

leak 

Mid crack Mid crack Mid crack 

5 Mid crack with 

leak 

Big crack Big crack Mid crack with 

leak 

6 Big crack Big crack with 

leak 

Big crack with 

leak 

Big crack with 

leak 

7 Big  crack Big crack Big crack Big crack with 

leak 

8 Big crack  Almost broke Big crack Big crack with 

leak 

9 Big crack  Big crack Big crack leak Big crack 

10 Big crack Big crack Big crack Big crack 



RESULTS -  EGGSAMPLES 

 Small cracks were hard to see 

 Medium cracks 

 

 

 

 

 Large cracks 

 



CONCLUSION  

 I was mostly wrong!  

 White free range seems better at a lower height 

 At the higher height white caged is better! 

 It was not easy to tell which is better so they are all 

about the same strength. 

 Eggs break a lot!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


